MEETING OF JUNE 10TH 2017

The title of the meeting was ‘Your Favourite Five’. I managed to find five items in my naval
collection which I thought were sufficiently interesting and different to qualify as
‘Favourites’.

ADEN 1940

Registered naval mail from Aden in January 1940, bearing censor N511. Re-directed
on arrival in the UK, presumably NOT over a PO counter, hence the ‘Posted out of Course’
mark, and the application of a 3d postage due – a single rate for a registration fee, being
posted out-of-course?

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE, ZANZIBAR, 1918

This is from No.8 (Zanzibar) Squadron, formed in East Africa in March 1916. The unit
returned to the UK in January 1918, so this item, dated April 1918, is very late. Little else is
known about this unit – all the conventional histories seen on the internet refer to ‘Naval
8’ on the Western Front. Were there TWO 8 Squadrons, RNAS ?!?

THE FRENCH FLEET AT ALEXANDRIA, 1940-43.

Ed Hall’s article in Journal 311 (Spring
2017) goes into much more detail – and
has better examples of the postal
history, too.

This item was sent
from occupied
France to a junior
officer serving
aboard the heavy
cruiser Duquesne,
part of the demilitarised French
fleet at Alexandria
in WW2. The
Duquesne was
Admiral Godfroy’s
flagship.

H.M.S.YORK, SUDA BAY, CRETE, 1941.

HMS York was serving with the Mediterranean Fleet in 1941, and was irreparably damaged
at Suda Bay, Crete, on 26th. March, 1941, by an Italian one-man torpedo boat.
This item is dated 5th April, 1941, and is posted through FPO 192, located ashore at Suda
Bay, the main naval base on Crete. It is written by the ship’s captain, Captain Portal,
brother of the Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshall Sir Charles Portal.

H.I.M.S ASKOLD, WW1
The Askold was a Russian cruiser of the Czar’s navy. She served with the Allies in the Far
East, the Mediterranean (including support for the landings at Gallipoli. After a refit at
Toulon in 1916, she was sent to the Barents Sea, based at Murmansk. After the Russian
Provisional Government signed the Treaty of Brest Litovsk with the Germans, she was
seized and de-mobilised by the Royal Navy, but re-commissioned after the Revolution as
HMS Glory IV, and used as a depot ship at the Gareloch in Scotland.

The item is
undated, but
probably dates
from 1914,
1915 or 1917.

It carries the Russian ship’s
censor mark on the reverse.

